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ELENA FRANCHI - GIORGIA PROIETTI 
 

INTRODUCTION* 
 

 
1. Remembering the Past, with an Eye to the Future: War 

Memorials, Inscriptions, and the Monumental Landscape  
!

That the future represents an important component of the 
Greeks’ concept of temporality – viewed, according to its use in 
the social sciences, as the social conception and organization of 
time – emerges from several hints. The ancient Greeks turned to 
a variety of means to know the future, from astrology to 
oneiromancy, from ornithomancy to hieromancy, from dreams 
to oracles. Rites performed for the war dead – a social practice 
which had a striking importance in the Greek world – did not 
only represent an act of commemoration, but also an action for 
the future, meant to assuage the souls of the deceased. The same 
holds for the sacrifices dedicated to heroes and gods, which had 
the goal to achieve their future benevolence. The concern for the 
post-mortem fate of the dead is widely documented, as it gave 
rise to a variety of eschatological images and concepts. War 
memorials, political monuments, inscriptions, honorific decrees, 
public speeches such as the logoi epitaphioi, evoking the 
memory of the past, clearly conveyed messages which spoke to 
the future visitor, reader or listener.1 There are even cases where 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
* Section 1 was written by Giorgia Proietti, section 2 by Elena Franchi. 

We wish to thank Bernd Steinbock for his valuable comments. 
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the evocation of the past admittedly played a prominent role of 
exemplum for the future, while its commemorative function was 
only secondary: one could think for instance of the statues of 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton, in the Athenian agora, which 
conveyed a specific anti-tyrannic message to the Athenian 
citizen who was going to express his vote at the ostrakophoria.2 
Last but not least, the primary function of poetry, and certainly 
Herodotus’ historiography, was the kleos aphthiton, the 
immortal fame of past actions, that were meant to reach an 
endless future. 

Despite its omnipresence in the ancient evidence for the 
Greeks’ conception of time, the future has never been 
investigated per se by modern scholarship, who has actually 
been focused in the last couple of decades on the investigation 
of the past, or on how the Greeks perceived, remembered and 
constructed their past. A quick glance to modern literature 
dealing with the Greeks’ temporality, from Momigliano’s 
contribution in the 60s to Rosen’s and Clarke’s more recent 
studies, will reveal a clear displacement of the future in favour 
of the past: in other terms, to investigate the Greeks’ relation 
with time has traditionally meant to analyse their conception of 
the past.3  

It was in the middle of my own investigation of this hotly 
debated topic, i.e. how the Greeks dealt with their past, that I 
realized that the sphere of the future is consistently 
underestimated: in front of the – now widespread – awareness 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 It will suffice to recall the use of !"#$ in the inscriptions accompanying 

tombs and war memorials, which explicitly prefigures the future reception 
setting(s) of the text: see Wade-Gery 1933 (“when the monuments were 
erected, the events had already fallen into perspective”, 73; “to the long 
futurity of readers, !"#$ will qualify the whole story [...]: for the poet, it must 
refer to things which, at the moment at which he writes, have definitely 
receded into the past”, 76-77).  

2 Di Cesare 2014, 1064. 
3 Momigliano 1982 [1966]; Rosen 2004; Clarke 2008. 
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of the reconstructive nature of social memory,4 it must in fact be 
noted that while the connection between the reconstruction of 
the past and present needs has been deeply investigated, the link 
between past events and future goals, perspectives and 
expectations has only rarely been examined. 5  The scarce 
attention paid to the future has seemed to me a missed 
opportunity to comprehensively understand several aspects that 
characterized the Greeks’ attitude towards history. To take the 
Greeks’ attitude towards the future into account allows in fact to 
grab new colours and nuances concerning several social 
practices in the Greek world, especially regarding wars and 
conflicts in general, which were the privileged subject of public 
discourse, inscriptions, monuments, and historiographical 
narratives.6  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The social and reconstructive character of memory and its intrinsic 

connection with the present are the core key of the theoretical and 
methodological change in paradigm that originated from the engagement of 
historical research with the social sciences, from the so called sociology of 
memory to the anthropology of oral tradition: cf. most recently Giangiulio 
2007; 2010; Proietti 2012a; 2012b; Franchi 2014. 

5 An exception which is worth mentioning is the thread of research which, 
starting from a literary approach, examines Greek historiography through the 
combination between narratological models and Koselleck’s historical 
semantics, especially the concept of vergangene Zukunft, or ‘futures past’ 
(Koselleck 2004 [1979]). See Grethlein 2013; 2014; 2016, and generally the 
essays collected in Lianeri 2016a: apart from Grethlein 2016, the introduction 
by the editor (Lianeri 2016b) and the essay by Greenwood (Greenwood 2016) 
are particularly notable. See also Dorati 2017, which, though focused on 
Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, appears to be of general interest concerning the 
topic of the ‘finestre sul futuro’. On the socio-anthropological side of 
historical research, a notable exception to the lack of interest concerning the 
future is Luraghi 2010, which specifically engages with the interaction 
between memory, present needs and future goals, in relation with honorific 
practice, a social custom of great importance in Greek life, as well as Lambert 
2010, concerning the “paideutic engagement with the past” (p. 236), which 
characterized monumental epigraphy, especially that on the Acropolis, in 
Lycourgan Athens. !

6 On the link between war and memory, and the multiplicity of historical, 
socio-anthropological, psychological, and identity-related dynamics 
originated from conflicts see Franchi-Proietti 2014, with a wide bibliography.  
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This volume, therefore, strives to bring to the fore a 
perspective which is undeniably present in Greek social 
practices, especially regarding war and its aftermath: far from 
being displaced in favour of the past, the ancient Greeks always 
kept an eye wide open towards the future. The obsession with 
memory and its frailty, which Ryszard Kapusçinski (rightly!) 
ascribes to Herodotus and his generation,7 are nothing else than 
the expression of their need to look at the same time back to the 
past, and far, forth to the future.  

The first three essays (Rookhuijzen, Proietti, Steinbock) deal 
mainly with monuments and inscriptions, and the corresponding 
public discourse. In the wake of the wide attention that has 
recently been paid to the relationship between memory and 
space in the ancient world,8 they all show how the epigraphic 
and monumental landscape, and the corresponding cognitive 
topography, can be described as the result of a dynamic 
interplay between the memory of the past and future 
perspectives and expectations.9  

Rookhuijzen’s essay examines through the filter of memory 
Herodotus’ topography of the Persian sack of the Acropolis in 
480: he argues that it cannot be considered as an accurate 
description of the event, but is instead the result of a process of 
topo-poiesis which occurred at the level of oral tradition, 
folklore, and collective imagery. The social memory underlying 
Herodotus’ account had in fact connected Xerxes’ invasion to 
four places in or around the Acropolis, which already were 
famous landmarks and had specific mythological connections 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Kapu!ci"ski 2005, 76-77.!
8 See e.g. Alcock 2002; Ma 2009. 
9 The perspective adopted in Luraghi 2010, focusing on the ‘demos as 

narrator’ in the Athenian megistai timai starting from the end of the 4th 
century BC, is analogous: before reminding the actions and qualities of the 
honorand, “the monumentalised text of a decree could (also) serve to stabilise 
for the future the memory of events  – or rather, the demos’ version thereof” 
(Luraghi 2010, 257). For the concept of cognitive topography see Zerubavel 
1997; 2003. 


